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Major Dundee: A Reappraisal Fifty Years on

By Garry Victor Hill
Major Dundee. Produced by Jerry Bresler. Directed by Sam Peckinpah. Screenplay
by Harvey Julian Fink, Sam Peckinpah and Oscar Saul. Developed from a story by
Fink. Photography by Sam Leavitt. Production Design by Alfred Ybarra. Editing
by William Lyon, Dan Starling and Howard Kunin. Music by Christopher
Calliendo. (2005 version) A Columbia Pictures Production. Original Release:
March 1965. Restored DVD version released 2005. No rating. Length: the restored
DVD version is 130 minutes without a commentary; 113 minutes for the original
U.S. theatrical release. 126 minutes or more in some locales. A 278 minute
unreleased version was made. The unfound director’s cut is 152/156 minutes. This
DVD version also contains an optional commentary with experts on Peckinpah’s
work, a short documentary about the stunts and a 20 minute excerpt from Mike
Siegel’s Passion and Poetry -The Ballad of Sam Peckinpah. This excerpt deals
with the making of the film. It contains filming footage and later interviews with
some surviving cast members: ******* 85%
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Introduction and Dedication
Major Dundee is one of those potentially great Hollywood films that almost
everyone regrets was not the success it should have been. It was made at the end of
the classic studio system and the story of its making reveals much that was wrong
with that system and with the censorship of the time.
Hopefully this book will serve as more than just a tribute to the film and to those
connected with it. This book just might inspire somebody to find the missing full
version.
Dedicated to those who made Major Dundee
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The Cast
Major Amos Dundee: Charlton Heston
Captain Ben Tyreen: Richard Harris
Scout Samuel Potts: James Coburn
Bugler Tim Ryan: Michael Anderson Junior
Teresa Santiago: Santa Berger
Lieutenant Grahame: Jim Hutton
Reverend Dahlstrom: R.G. Armstrong
Sierra Charriba: Michael Pate
Sergeant Chillum: Ben Johnson
Private O.W. Hadley: Warren Oates
Private Arthur Hadley: L.Q. Jones
Private Jimmy Lee: John Davis Chandler
Sergeant Gomez: Mario Adorf
Private Aesop: Brock Peters
Wiley the muleteer: Slim Pickens
Priam the horse thief: Dub Taylor
Riago the Apache scout: José Carlos Ruiz
The French Colonel: Albert Carrier
Captain Frank Waller: Karl Swenson
The Doctor in Durango: Enrique Lucero
The singer in Durango: Aurora Clavel
Linda the lover of Bugler Ryan: Begoña Palacios
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The Cast in Pictures

Charleton Heston as Major Dundee. L.Q. Jones called Heston a poser but the
character certainly was, suggesting the fakery behind the iron man. The actor was
playing a character who had been playing Iron John for so long it was part of him
– until too many things went wrong
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Richard Harris as Captain Ben Tyreen. Despite rivalries during filming in 1964
Heston later praised Harris in this role for perfect casting. He was right.
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Michael Anderson Junior as Bugler Tim Ryan, the narrator.

James Coburn as Lieutenant of Scouts Samuel Potts
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Jim Hutton as Lieutenant Grahame

Ben Johnson as Sergeant Chillum
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Santa Berger as Teresa Santiago
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L.Q. Jones as Private Arthur Hadley.
Mario Adorf as Sergeant Gomez

Karl Swenson as Captain Waller
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Dub Taylor as Priam
Brock Peters as Aesop

John Chandler Davis as Jimmy Lee
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R.G. Armstrong as Reverend Dahlstrom

Warren Oates as O.W. Hadley

Michael Pate as Sierra Charriba.
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Slim Pickens as Wiley

Jose Carlos Ruiz as Riago

Aurora Clavel as the singer in Durango

Enrique Lucero as the Doctor in Durango

Begoña Palacios as Linda
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The Story
Sierra Charriba and his Apaches wipe out a Union company and several civilians
in New Mexico in late 1864. The nearest Union commander, Major Amos Dundee,
runs a prison camp holding Confederate prisoners, renegades and criminals. He
determines on chasing the Apaches and destroying them, while rescuing the boys
they have kidnapped. Faced with manpower shortages he can only take ten Union
guards, so he recruits among the civilians and amongst the Confederates. The latter
are led by his onetime friend and former fellow officer Captain Ben Tyreen.
Hostility already clearly exists between the two men. As an officer Tyreen had
fought a duel and at his trial Dundee had cast the deciding vote that got him
cashiered. In their Civil War situation each sees the other as a traitor and a fake.
Dundee has sentenced Tyreen and four other Confederates (Sergeant Chillum, the
Hadley brothers and Jimmy Lee) to execution for the murder of a guard in their
escape attempt, but offers them a pardon if they volunteer for the mission. Like the
six black Unionist troops tired of being reduced to warden’s duties, they volunteer,
as do other Confederates. Within his own forces Dundee has to cope with
Lieutenant Grahame, a bumbling greenhorn second in command, Tyreen, who
never loses an opportunity to vex him and who tells him to his face that he will kill
him once “the Apache are taken and destroyed” and an undisciplined, divided
force. The harsh desert terrain, the Civil War in Mexico and finally the Apaches
are further factors in making this the mission from hell.
This motley force of around fifty or sixty follow their scouts, Samuel Potts and two
Apaches on the path of the Sierra Charriba’s war band, which leads them deep into
war torn Mexico. Revolutionaries there struggle against an invading army from
France. After finding and returning the three kidnapped children the expedition
pursues the Apaches – into an ambush. That leaves fourteen fatalities, destroyed
supplies, exhausted horses and casualties to be treated. To replenish and rest
Dundee must take a village occupied by the French. He does this, liberating the
oppressed Mexicans and romancing a village widow, but he has made enemies of
the French, who pursue him, while he pursues the Apaches with a feuding, weary
group who he can just barely hold together as the search drags on without success.
Then both success and danger rapidly come from an unexpected source from
where they are least expected….
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The Story Behind the film
Few American films have had such a mixed reception as Major Dundee. When he
saw it again on television decades later the lead Charleton Heston thought there
was a great film there in the ruins. The director Sam Peckinpah disowned the end
product. He was upset over the editing, producer’s interference, the replacement of
Lucien Ballard, his favoured cinematographer, studio reshaping, the added
soundtrack and the budget cuts. Jerry Breslin was the appointed producer. He had
made successful films – mainly for the surfie teen market. His extremely
wholesome, innocent, brief, low budget comic Gidget movies were as far away
from Peckinpah’s outlook and intentions as it was possible to get in cinematic
terms. There could be no shared vision of what the film should be. Breslin has
often been unfairly blamed for the problems with the end product, but he did fight
against many of the cuts the studio enforced and he was not responsible for the pile
up of problems that began before film started.
The film was released in various lengths in different parts of the world. Most were
around 113 minutes, nearly forty minutes less than Peckinpah’s cuts of 152/156
minutes. Even all of those versions were reluctantly cut down from over three
hours. Some critics said that even the shortest version of the film was too long,
others stated the opposite.
Apart from questions concerning shortened versions wrecking artistry and depth,
those arguing that it was too short had the better argument because the shortened
versions had several holes and gaps in the story. The most common and obvious
gap takes the form of characters just vanishing out of sight. Wiley and Priam,
characters who get an introduction in the recruiting scenes that obviously suggests
that they will have important character roles, are present for two hours in little
more than extra’s roles. At the final battle a long shot shows someone who might
be Priam wounded by a shot in the back. Are the audience meant to presume that
they are killed? When Aesop, enters the film, he also seems set up for an important
part. He does get another important scene which suggests that his group of Black
volunteers are going to play an important part in the film, but they do not. Aesop
also appears as little more than an extra. These are all examples that look like
editing out and there are many others. One of the most important omissions
concerns the Apache scouts.
In one of the 1965 cinematic releases (the 113 minute version) and a later video
version, both the Apache scouts just aren’t there suddenly, although they are
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important characters. One of these scouts is shown being killed in the restored
version. Several comments in the narration concern the questionable loyalty of
Riago, and two longish scenes, one played between Dundee, Riago and Potts and
the other by the two whites, focuses on that question. Dundee makes his suspicions
clear and Potts expresses belief in his scout. Riago affirms his Christian god and
his good loyalty, while wearing a prominent cross in one version. In the not so cut
versions a sad and repentant Ryan narrates that Riago proved his goodness, while
the camera shows us his body in a long shot – crucified. The symbolism is of
course obvious, but it is also making several points. Obviously one point is the
failure of Christian goodness in the harsh world Peckinpah depicts. Reverend
Dahlstom, who embodies sincerity and decency, also shows this. He alone saves
Aesop when Confederate soldier Jimmy Lee threatens him and he obviously
appears as out of place in the company and the savage world they traverse. With
this crucifixion scene Peckinpah makes other points, about men, about
unrecognised goodness. In another version included on the 2005 DVD, more points
are made about choices and about Dundee’s personality and fallibility. The
crucifixion scene shows him to be not always astute, which makes him human and
therefore believable; instead of the superhero, the always right officer so beloved
of Hollywood. When Potts tells Dundee that he should be the one to cut Riago
down and this happens with Ryan’s regretful narration, that point is being made.
This is another of the film’s powerful points lost to editing.
Similarly through most of the edited down movie Dundee is Iron John, never
compromising because he is always right, but in a lost scene when the
Confederates, volunteering to fight the Apache, refuse to wear Union uniforms, he
realizes he cannot win and compromises. He also appears inept at riding one of
Wiley’s bucking mules, another scene lost. These scenes, like the included
Christmas Eve ambush, put a whole different perspective on his character and
makes his later errors not so much the fault of the situations he is in, but errors of
judgement. He is not God or a cardboard superhero.
Another edited out scene (not restored until 2005) that reveals much is Ben
Tyreen’s first appearance where he is caught trying to escape, shows a resourceful,
slippery, egotistical character, with something of a raffish centre stage actor about
him, as his body language, manner, his set speech, his plumed slouch hat and his
dashing Confederate uniform all suggest. When first caught his surprised face
bursts into a mischievous smile and as with his exclamation of “Amos!” this
response is that of a naughty child being caught. As this scene strongly suggests,
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more obviously than later scenes, arrested development works as a key element in
his character. Quick on his feet and with his tongue, an opportunist, he does not
care that he has killed a guard in his escape attempt. He cheerfully takes centre
stage to give Dundee a defiant speech refusing parole, a speech made for the large
Confederate audience behind him, who cheer and whistle in response. His first
scene establishes that he cannot to be trusted. The audience can see this for
themselves here. When in a scene included in all the film versions Dundee says
that Tyreen is a scoundrel continually going through phases he acts out and that he
cannot to be trusted, this seems only his opinion. With the earlier scene we can see
the truth of this and that Dundee’s dislike has good reasons.

Pekinpah and Berger on the set. They appear relaxed and affable here.
Other restored scenes, although brief, are important. The fiesta in the village and
the Christmas Eve wrestling scene, by both being longer, increase the film’s much
needed light moments. Without the contrast these give against the grimness of
most of the story the film would be dreary. The deleted depictions of hanged
Mexicans with the proclamation between them showed the French as hated tyrants
and that supposedly civilized law can be savage. When Bugler Ryan, weeping,
plays taps for the massacre victims as they are being buried, Dundee curtly glares
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and tells him to be quiet. This appears as ambivalent. Is Dundee hiding his
sympathy and in effect telling Ryan to pull himself together – or is he so hard that
he cannot bear any sign of tenderness, sorrow or pain? Or is he such a control
freak that he cannot tolerate someone in his command doing something on their
own initiative? Ryan’s tears are not just because people he does not know have
died. One of the bodies depicted is Beth Rostes, a girl he was falling in love with in
edited out scenes; another point lost.
Even the 130/136 minute version has editing that as with this example, disappoints
when compared with memories of the version seen on the big screen in late 1965.
The return of the deserter O.W. Hadley at the pool had the bubbling joyous sound
of the waterfall ironically in the background. Humans were screwing up an
innocent eden, a point weakened. The death scenes of Jimmy Lee and Reverend
Dahlstrom were longer and clearer. The last scene where the survivors gather was
also longer. It showed wounded Union extras, and two more Confederates bringing
up the rear of the cavalcade as they leave the river and reach Texan soil. There
were faces of all the weary, bloodied, gathered survivors in medium shots,
including extras. This use of extras makes the scene more credible. Without it the
audience must believe that in the expedition of around thirty who went into battle
the only survivors were billed characters. In extended versions of this scene Potts
had clearly had taken a bad chest wound. For perhaps a minute the exhausted
survivors stare at each other pensively, before Dundee leads them on. The scene
ended with Bugler Ryan narrating that they were riding into an uncertain future.
Some of these aspects were kept in the shorter version and should have been left in
the 130/136 minute versions. Without Ryan’s last comment and the shots showing
the battered, bloodied, nearly exhausted survivors, this looks like the usual clichéd
Western ending where the victorious Western hero rides off into the sunset. With
these additions the meaning becomes the opposite and the cliché is subtly worked
at for sardonic irony.
Overdoing editing was only the biggest problem. The original soundtrack added
after filming was condemned, particularly the song - or rather the rollicking, overpolished obviously 1960s style way it was performed at the end. It could have
worked at the Christmas Eve celebration if roughly done acoustically by Dundee’s
force after finding the children. It would have worked as a light way to appeal to
Dundee by emphatically singing the chorus home! home! home! to return, now that
the object of the expedition was complete. He could have then made his comment
about Sierra Charriba returning to raid again unless they hunt him down.
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Am I making an attempt to direct the film? Yes, but Major Dundee is a film
virtually begging for that response.
The idea of an individualistic genius being destroyed by the money hungry moguls
of Hollywood is a familiar motif, one that has frequently been applied to
Peckinpah and to this film in particular, but that idea has its limits. It was not only
the studio who did so much that was wrong. Peckinpah was years ahead of his
time, particularly in this film, including swearing obscenities and explicit, perhaps
even gory violence filmed in slow motion. He must have known the studio bosses
would cut such things out because of censorship and the rating problems it would
cause. Peckinpah’s way of spending on his entertainments was virtually asking for
a budget cut. In the same way his continually turning up on the set late or drunk
may well have led to reducing the film’s schedule by fifteen days, thereby putting
on a timing pressure that led to rushed work. The fights starting at 11p.m.were also
a problem probably contributing to a shorter schedule.
The problems with rushing were obvious in the screenplay. Much could have and
should have been corrected on even cursory re-readings. At the start we are told
that Sierra Charriba terrorised an area three times the size of Texas. Look at a map;
that means he terrorised from Mexico City to San Francisco and all points in
between. To state the obvious anybody knows: this is a historic impossibility. And
he did this with forty-seven warriors? How did they wipe out a fully armed
company of cavalry and armed civilians? A credibility gap starts with that start.
Bugler Ryan says clearly that he was the sole survivor of the Rostes massacre, but
later we hear that Riago is under suspicion of being a spy because he survived that
massacre. In a long scene Dundee goes through a list of possible officers to be
second in command and everybody is away or sick. Yet at the Confederate trial a
tableful of officers, not including Grahame, supposedly the only one on active
service, are the judges. The Confederates are to be executed on a future date
November sixth, not more than five days after Dundee’s return from the massacre and therefore very soon that long conversation between about absent officers.
Wiley wears a heavy fur coat when the sun blazes which such ferocity that even
Dundee joins the others in stripping off shirts, going down to long john tops as
they sweat profusely. Priam initially appears as a civilian horse thief, but in some
later shots he appears wearing a union jacket and cap or just a union cap. When did
he enlist, or did he? When in the middle of a wilderness the wounded are being
treated after the Christmas Day battle, buckets, bandages and stretchers are there in
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profusion, but where did they come from? We saw the cavalcade leave the fort, but
none of these things were evident and there was no wagon that could contain them.
Somebody should have checked all these impossibilities and oversights.
Peckinpah, (who started in Hollywood as a writer) started shooting with the
screenplay one third unfinished, doing much of the rest himself during filming,
which perhaps as much as over editing, explains many of the contradictions,
implausibilities, holes, gaps and underused characters. That rushed screenplay
reflected diverse desires. In In the Arena Heston stated that the studio wanted a
cowboys verses Indian picture, he wanted a Civil War film and Peckinpah wanted
The Wild Bunch. No one view prevailed. Rushing not only shows up in the
screenplay, characterisations and the editing, but in continuity. In one shot cars can
be seen in the distance, in another an explosion appears far from the battle, after it
is over, after the cannon has been discarded. Heston has apparently changed
serapes in scenes seconds apart. Peckinpah was no sloppy filmmaker when it came
to continuity; he got the best known clothing manager to age and wear the cast’s
clothing with chronological exactitude and he watched for fine details. What he
was was an overworked director trying to cope with budget cuts, sudden time
limitations, worried studio executives and his own problems. All this did lead to a
film that could have been better: it did lead to a frazzled and demoralised Heston.
Already rushed for time, Peckinpah apparently fired fifteen cast members and then
had to acquaint their replacements with how he wanted their tasks done. Peckinpah
had a chance to caste Woody Strode. Strode was a charismatic character actor and
very popular with audiences. He enhanced every movie he made. Peckinpah
rejected him, apparently for the role of Sierra Charriba, saying to his face that he
looked like a half-breed. Stode’s ancestry was African –American and Amerindian
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Senta Berger during filming. The top photo shows how many on the
set felt.
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Heston and Berger during filming of the love scene.
Despite all these other problems editing seems to have caused more problems than
anything else. The beginning was written differently. Initially the first shot was of
Lieutenant Bannon and his party making for the Rostes ranch with Riago in chains.
A Halloween party is on at the Rostes ranch. Bugler Ryan flirts with young Beth
Rostes and gets his first kiss. As in many American films sexuality can never be
innocent or sensual for long: violence and death are not far away. Beth, several of
the children and Apaches dress in sheets, pretending to be ghosts. Soon they are
and will haunt the rest of the film. The massacre happens because when the
Apaches attack many of the cavalrymen are drunk. Beth runs to reach Ryan who is
on horseback, but gets two arrows in the back as she reaches him. It is unclear if
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the party and the massacre footage which was scheduled for fifteen or twenty
minutes of screen time still exists somewhere – or if it ever did. In An April 2013
Darren Gross interview on DVD Talk with Helen Samuels she recalled spending a
day doing the scene and she believed it was filmed. Like her memories, the
existence of a screenplay for the scenes and a boom for recording sound shown in
one still suggests that this was so. In his journal from the filming on April 2nd 1964
Heston wrote that this scene was filmed and then cut. While the best evidence
clearly is on the side of filming, no conclusive proof for filming exists. The
intended prologue would have explained much that at best, only half-emerged in
the film. It sounds as if that first scene had the potential to be brilliant or corny,
either deepening the subtext or going into heavy handed symbolism.
Other deleted or unfilmed scenes probably worked to clarify, develop ensomble
characters and deepen meaning and ambiguities. Peckinpah wisely had scenes (or
intended to have scenes) showing more of the political complexities of Dundee’s
expedition being in Mexico – and the danger this put him in with the American
military. This would have deepened the suspense, increased a sense of historic
reality, and by making Dundee’s fate back in the USA uncertain, moved the film
fiurther away from the predicatable happy ending where order is restored. Over
two hours of footage (about half of what Peckinpah filmed) remains missing. In an
attempt to indicate what has gone and what might have been, a section has been
included in this reapprraisal.
Heston and Peckinpah share coffees on the set.
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Peckinpah could both inspire and demoralise, clarify and confuse.
The filming of Major Dundee in itself has all the needed ingredients for a
Hollywood melodrama. It may yet be made into a movie.
Setting: The hot, dusty, isolated desert set where crew members die of scorpion
bites.
Menace: Scorpions, maggots in the food, murderous thugs in sleazy bars, rich
Hollywood executives wearing Italian suits and wraparound sunglasses arriving to
cause trouble.
Love Interest: The director marries the ingénue. Peckinpah married Begoña
Palacios - three times. Obviously, despite rough patches, they lasted as a couple
until his death, twenty years after Major Dundee.
Protagonists1: Two macho superstars one for the Union, one for the Confederacy,
are bitter rivals. One continually falls sick, the other fractures an elbow but
conceals it to keep on filming. He nearly drowns in a stunt gone wrong.
Protagonists 2: The pragmatic studio verses the director, who is brilliant, stubborn,
envisioned, frequently drunk and totally abrasive and considered insane by many.
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Protagonists 3: The Producer. Used to directing clean wholesome surfie movies,
he has the power over the movie until it gets to the studio. Then unseen hands get
it.
Bizarre scene: Heston recalled that nobody told the villagers who lived in the
remote area where the fiesta was set that they were making a movie. They thought
that they were really being raided by banditos and responded accordingly.
Problem: Everything is a problem. From the maggot infested food, to weather to
scorpions, to egotistical quarrels, to the budget, to cutthroats amongst the locals, to
sickness, to terrified local villagers, to producers of surfie movies, everything goes
wrong.
L.Q. Jones stated about the filming that he knew he was on a Peckinpah set when
he found maggots in the food. The effect on team morale with the film crew and
cast can be imagined. In Mike Siegel’s documentary Passion and Poetry- The
Ballad of Sam Peckinpah all the interviewed survivors, Santa Berger, James
Coburn, L.Q. Jones, R.G. Armstrong and the costumes manager, all separately
describe Peckinpah as a formidable and an original talent, and as an extreme
individualist. Heston said the same in his written accounts. Berger states that his
violent macho image seemed overdrawn, and praises Peckinpah’s personal virtues,
such as his manner with her. She gives the surprising example that he had a
knowledge and liking of classical music. Coburn, Berger and others restated what
Peckinpah stated, that he depicted violence so graphically to show how horrible it
was and that if people saw it realistically depicted they would recoil from it. Four
or five years after Major Dundee, Peckinpah was horrified to hear that an African
Army was using his films to desensitise recruits to battlefield killings. Soon after
hearing that he made the non-violent Westerns The Ballad of Cable Hogue (1970)
and Junior Bonner (1972). Later he made Convoy (1978) which dealt with truckers
battling the government with organisation and humour, not violence. All three
films have a lyrical beauty to them, although other films he made, notably The
Straw Dogs (1971,) Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia (1974) and his last The
Osterman Weekend (1984) would be lacking in that lyrical beauty but have
massive amounts of violence – and explicit sex. Interestingly most of those who
decry violence in Peckinpah’s films say little about his other work.
He emerges as a Jekyll and Hyde character with an erratic talent. After praising his
virtues Berger described him as a madman in some ways. Coburn said he was a
genius for three hours a day and would then find a bottle. Adjectives such as
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paranoid, volatile, unreliable, erratic, megalomaniac, strange, drunken, unkempt
and schizophrenic are also used by others. Several of them use the same adjectives,
independently. Many also involved in Major Dundee describe how his
eccentricities, his distasteful and alienating behaviour and how his erratic
temperament often made for a film making nightmare. In her 2004 memoirs Tis
Herself Maureen O’Hara described a similar situation on the set of his first film
The Deadly Companions made in 1961, although she questioned his reputation for
being a genius. In his memoirs Charleton Heston tells a similar story - and others.
He recounts how he finally lost his temper with Peckinpah’s muddled orders and
abuse and on horseback charged him with a sword. A terrified Peckinpah saved
himself by frantically raising the crane he was in. He became polite after that
incident. L.Q. Jones and others present also corroborate this story. In sixty years in
the world of entertainment, Heston, the most level headed, courteous and
professional of Hollywood stars, had never behaved like this before and never
would again. L.Q. Jones also recounts another story which shows how Peckinpah
was something less than courageous. After taking Ben Johnson and Jones to a
squalid bar filled with dangerous characters Peckinpah spat in the bartender’s face
while abusing him and his beer. When fighting started and Jones and Johnson were
standing back to back fighting off desperadoes attacking them with knives and
broken bottles, the great depicter of macho male courage and male bonding left
them. He fled in the car.
One problem that Peckinpah did not cause and which eventually became an asset
was the rivalry between Harris and Heston. Santa Berger rightly recalled the
childishness of it as Harris used built up shoes to make himself taller than Heston,
who then responded with higher boots – and so on. It sounds like good humoured
fun – when recounted in writing. Berger’s on screen narration did not sound funny.
The clock joke does. Harris stated that Heston had been in biblical movies for so
long that he thought he was godlike and his reliably punctual arrival on the set was
worth satirising. Harris sat waiting on set with a large alarm clock around his neck
and at Heston’s arrival the clock went off. In another incident (or version?) a great
many alarm clocks were placed around Heston’s caravan, set to start time. In his
1995 memoirs Heston paid tribute to Harris’s acting, but in his journals written
during filming he records that Harris had a way of messing things up and that he
was frequently sick. This may have much to do with the terrible food on the set,
which both L.Q. Jones and Heston separately described as memorably awful. It
may have much to do with Harris’s health. Despite his muscular appearance and
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frequent action roles, Harris had many health problems throughout his life,
including tuberculosis, low blood pressure and Hodgins disease. Despite problems,
Harris gave a great performance. This real life rivalry between the two men
worked well for the film as the two men played hostile rivals. The assorted
rivalries, tensions and tough conditions ultimately became a subtext that worked in
the film’s favour as it was about a group facing rivalries, tensions and tough
conditions. As Katherine Hepburn remarked about movies in general, a movie can
be wrecked when everybody gets on well and has a good time. That was one of the
very few problems not faced by everyone connected with the making of Major
Dundee.
The film as initially shown was flawed, not wrecked. The 2005 dvd version
improved many aspects but the great film that could have been may still be in dust
covered casings somewhere.
*

This photograph shows that strife and vexation were not the full story on the set.
This may be Helen Samuels’s birthday party. Note the sabre used to cut the cake.
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Sam Peckinpah on the set of Major Dundee
Filming the Christmas Day battle. The dolly is under water.
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Sam Peckinpah 1925-1984.
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The Story in stills from the Film

The opening shot after the narration. The civilized and orderly world of a journal
bursts into flame and the destruction, ferocity and chaos that comes with fire
emerges with the Apaches.

Sierra Charriba taunts Brannon as he is about to torture him at the massacre.
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Dundee and Potts arrive at the scene of the massacre. (above and next)
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Dundee, Potts Gomez and Ryan find the body of Captain Bannon in the Rostes
Ranch.

The blonde woman in the white dress was Bugler Ryan’s love interest and the way
she is being buried here is a callous contrast to the deleted love scene.
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Tyreen is enchained, but still motivated by hatred.

Dundee intimidates the assembled and near mutinous prisoners, who have been
stirred up by Tyreen’s defiant speech.
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The trial scene where the five confederates are condemned to death.
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Dundee’s second in command, Captain Waller, disagrees with the planned
expedition, warning Dundee that he could be shot.

The only officer Dundee can find to be his second in command is Lieutenant
Grahame. This still shows Dundee assessing him and Grahame being pompous,
officious, naïve and obedient.
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Dundee’s arrogance and Grahame’s ineptitude are evident in their body language.

Sergeant Gomez appears as clearly not impressed with the quality of recruits for
the mission
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Dundee and Tyreen negotiate how the Confederates will serve on the expedition.
Dundee starts negotiations off with a punch in the face to a man who being
enchained, cannot punch back.

Pekinpah did not shirk from depicting the sordid realities of the West, or of
America during the Civil War. One of the war’s worst aspects was the crowded,
filthy prison camps both sides maintained.
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Tyreen leads the Confederates in defiantly singing ‘Dixie’ as they leave the fort to
hunt the Apache. The Union troops return the challenge with their battle hymn and
the civilians in the rear give their rendition of ‘My Darling Clementine.’
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The purloined cannon ends up carried in parts by Wiley’s donkeys. It turns out to
be useful.

The Confederates’ resentment at being under Union command becomes evident in
facial expressions and body language here.
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When Jimmy Lee orders Aesop to pull off his boots to teach him who is boss this
rapidly develops into a standoff between the Union and Confederate segments.
Reverend Dahlstrom and Tyreen stop it.
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The Christmas Eve wrestling match. A humorous moment before the ambush.

On Christmas Eve the kidnapped boys are returned. Dundee barely notices them.
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The Christmas Day battle. Note the amount of blood in the water. This battle took
two weeks to prepare and shoot.

After the battle. The dead are to be buried and the wounded need help.
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The funeral of the fourteen men killed in the Christmas Eve ambush. Reverend
Dahlstrom leads the men in singing ‘Shall We Gather at the River’ until sullen
Dundee turns up with a shovel and ignoring the service, starts tossing earth on
them as if they were garbage. The mourners stop singing and start staring as this
still shows.
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The next four shots show the expedition arriving in the village, bombarding the
French fort and taking their surrender.
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Dundee and Teresa first meet while he supervises the taking down of hanged
Mexicans.
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Tending the wounded.
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Ryan gets his wound in the arse tended by Dub Taylor and the future Mrs
Peckinpah. The partial site of a posterior caused nervous titters in the audiences in
1965.

The fiesta. Tyreen has discarded his Confederate coat for one he calls the spoils of
war. Like the cummerbund, this shows him moving away from his Confederate
persona into that of a gringo adventurer. Dundee is also moving away from his
persona as an officer. Ryan is taking a lover, played by Begoña Palacios. She met
Sam Peckinpah on the set. They would marry soon after.
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Always inept, but always a tryer, Lieutenant Grahame dances with Teresa.

Dundee as the conquering hero. Unable to relax, he does not join in the fiesta, but
observes it. Or is his unease, so obvious in this scene his stance, because he knows
that he will not defend the village when the French return? Is Tyreen going into his
stage act cavalier because he suspects? Or because he is briefly trying to get along
with his one-time friend?
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Tyreen is also attracted to Teresa and tidies himself up, but his facial expression I
this still shows why she would prefer Dundee.

Romance blooms, the point of view is from Dundee, that is his shoulder.
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Tyreen abuses Dundee as not a real officer, but who likes more of a poseur?

Sometimes Tyreen seems real, as in this moment.
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When Sergeant Gomez brings O.W.Hadley back from attempting desertion,
Dundee insists that he be knocked off his horse so that he will not have to look up
at him.
In the scene below where O.W. Hadley begs for his life and Tyreen knows that
Dundee will execute him. Realizing that his pleading will have no effect and that he
will be shot for desertion, O.W. Hadley becomes defiant and abusive.
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Another Union-Confederate stand off develops when Dundee decides to shoot
Hadley for desertion.
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The lovemaking scene was rather daring for 1965. Heston and Berger do not seem
to be wearing the flesh coloured body stockings usually used in Hollywood films
involving nudity.

The lovemaking ends, Teresa and Dundee start to dress and the punishment for
sexual involvement starts with an arrow in the leg.
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Wounded, Dundee is taken to a doctor in Durango.
The point of view shot here is Teresa’s. That is her shoulder far left She has just
come to see if he is recovering from his wound and finds him with his new love
interest.
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When he realises he is losing Teresa suddenly Dundee reveals that he can be
vulnerable. This is one of the few shots were Dundee looks anything less than
tough. He becomes very vulnerable, going on a drunk which leaves him literally in
the gutter.
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Here Tyreen tells Dundee that he has sunk so low that he is not worth killing. That
abuse gets him on the road to recovery.

Realising that Dundee is going to pieces, Tyreen gives him another verbal
savaging and gets the same back.
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Dundee, Riago and Potts argue about Riago’s loyalty.

The expedition’s leaders confer and decide to chase Sierra Charriba no further,
but to set up an ambush.
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Dundee’s punishment for disbelief in Riago is to cut Riago down.

The three most important men in the pursuing expedition pensively consider
possibilities.
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The last Apache attack, which results in their destruction. This is actually one of
the lightest and clearest amongst Peckinpah’s dark night scenes.

The morning after the final Apache attack. One French company blocks access
across the ford back to Texas while others approach from Mexico.
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Dundee’s command bombards, then attacks.

Preparing for the charge at the river

\
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The French commander leads their charge.

Tyreen in the midst of the fight
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Scenes from the battle on the Rio Grande
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With stunts like this, it is unsurprising that Heston nearly drowned when his horse
rolled.

How many soldiers take fatal wounds with a smile? Or has Tyreen’s role of the
cavalier devoured his sense of reality?
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Dundee and Tyreen, friends again at last for a minute

The survivors gather. Potts survived but is out of the shot. Note the few extras
placed at the back. Dundee rides off in a stance that says a lot.
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Dundee in character
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Early film posters. The Hispanic title is ‘Sierra Charriba’ Why a dog in the video?
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Above: One of the original 1965 posters. Below: The Blue Ray edition poster
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Peckinpah’s Lyric Quality
Peckinpah’s ability to use landscape in mise en scene has often been overlooked.
As in these photographs, he frequently uses landscape for its lyrical qualities, to
suggest life could be more beautiful. He also uses it to dwarf his protagonists,
suggesting that they are less than the world around them, a violent and competitive
species in the natural world.
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What is Missing: Piercing Together the Pieces

Several people have searched for the missing film without success. Information,
stills and some scenes have been found in places as far away as Hollywood,
Finland and England. The above still is from the prologue where a romance starts
just before the Apaches attack. Note the boom at Ryan’s feet. While the film of the
prologue may no longer exist, Heston’s journal entry, this still, the still existent
screenplay, the fact that a day’s shooting was spent on this prologue and the shot
below (which was in the film) all suggest it was filmed.
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This still looks like Sergeant Chillum shares a laugh with the black contingent. The
Mexican flag and the decorated roof in the background shows that this scene is set
in the village. This contingent get little notice in the film. Below With Samuel Potts
and Reverend Dahlstrom in the background, O.W. Hadley has said something to
amuse Private Aesop.

These two stills suggest Peckinpah intended to address the question of race in the
Civil War, or at least to show the Confederates and Union blacks amiably coexisting at times. One included scene that exists in all versions, when Tyreen
compliments Aesop on the Rio Grande crossing supports this idea. The
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prominence of Brock Peters in posters and cast lists, as well as his introductory
scene, suggests that he had a much more prominent role than what we can see.
Tyreen looks like he will be hanged prematurely in his capture scene. This is
probably a publicity still or part of a studio archive: it clearly a day shoot that has
not yet been made night.
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Gomez and Potts (?) are definitely out of character here. Is this on set clowning or
an unknown scene? More such lighter moments would not have hurt the film.
Heston posing for the mule riding scene which would be done by a stuntman.
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This lobby card shows another scene not in the film. The Mexican hats suggests it
is set after the village is captured.

Is this the beginning of the Christmas Eve wrestling scene? In the film these pair
wrestling has been going on for some time before we see it in the DVD version.
Note that Priam, who enlisted as a horsethief, now wears a Union cap. He later
appears in uniform. Is his enlistment missing or is this just more mistakes in
continuity?
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This still is from a knife fight scene in the village. Gomez and Potts had a fight, but
over what? This scene is referred to in documents, and is shown being rehearsed in
the featurette Riding For A Fall but why it was edited out remains unclear.
Recently found stills and the recollections of those involved reveal other scenes. In
Riding For A Fall Harris rehearsed a punch up with Dundee in a costume
suggesting that this was at the fiesta. Another still shows the fort’s office being
crowded out with Confederates (trying to enlist?) while Union guards try to keep
order. In another missing scene Bugler Ryan bends to drink from the creek where
the Christmas battle was fought, but finds it fouled with blood from the battle. Is
this meant to signify that men befoul the beautiful, natural world with their
violence? The same idea can easily be read into the conversation Dundee and
Teresa have by another pool, emphasised none too subtly by an Apache arrow
thwacking into his leg.
It is also known that Peckinpah wanted more (and maybe made more) about the
dubious legalities of Dundee leaving his post to invade Mexico and perhaps get
America embroiled in a war with the French.
It is known that he filmed scenes with swearing and explicit slow motion violence,
but the studio cut these. What else was in the missing footage remains unknown.
Does it still exist? If it does will it ever be found?

*
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Review: the 2005 version
Major Dundee is an odd film in that it can be viewed satisfactorily in two opposing
ways. For those who do not wish to examine the subtext or be overly discerning, it
can be viewed as in the genre of a good adventure yarn. They will be happy with
the shorter versions. For the perceptive it rewards with subtleties that can easily be
concealed by its violence or eradicated by its over-editing. For those tired of
formula westerns it can offer a different viewpoint, one going a long way ahead of
Hollywood’s clichés to question accepted values and ideas of an orderly world
where goodness wins.
Major Dundee is a great western, a landmark film which was part of the new
depiction of the West which emerged with John Ford’s The Searchers. (1956)
However it would be well into the 1960s before more than a few other films
followed Ford’s lead – and Ford made several of them. Unlike so many films
before it, Major Dundee had no rose tinted views of the American West, no
didactic lessons, or formulaic plot devices and no cardboard code heroes or any
other mythic archetypes enacting their set roles. The west is no paradise waiting to
be made a part of American civilisation. Instead existence there is a gritty, dreary,
prolonged Hobbesian struggle to survive, with only occasional moments of
relaxation, joy and laughter.
From the film’s first scene this gritty uncompromising realism becomes apparent.
The killing of children was almost taboo in American cinema, but here Ryan
narrates the killing of the girls and see a girl’s bloodied corpse, shot with arrows, a
family has been murdered and a company of Union cavalry massacred by Sierra
Charriba’s marauding Apache war band.
Major Dundee, a Texan loyal to the Union, initially appears as that familiar figure
in American culture that deals with any type of warfare: the fearless maverick who
knows better than his orthodox superiors. But does he? The film gains much of its
strength by undercutting Hollywood clichés and having a subtle ambivalence in its
presentation: this film can be absorbed as another western pursuit movie with
another tough, brave, always right western hero – but look carefully and that image
disintegrates.
Dundee has been sent to New Mexico to run a prison camp for captured
Confederates because he was supposedly fighting his own war at Gettysburg.
During the Civil War such transfers were a form of removing unsatisfactory
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officers. They were removed from the war in the east to the western theatre, which
both sides saw as of lesser importance than the east. Officers frequently considered
such punishments degrading and punishing. Major Dundee has an ambivalent
attitude to army regulations: superficially he is a stickler for correct procedure,
forms of address and obedience – to his will. In reality, (as his second in command
Captain Waller warns him) the expedition Dundee plans so as to regain the white
boys kidnapped by Sierra Charriba is illegal. This is because he is abandoning his
post so as to go into Mexico to kill or capture the marauding Apaches. Dundee
could even be tried and shot for it. As Pekinpah wisely realised, this point needed
more development in the story, for Mexico at this time was under French control,
relations with the Lincoln administration were hostile to the point of war nearly
breaking out and in this tense situation American troops fighting the French could
lead to an unwanted war – which would lead at the least, to the ruin of Dundee’s
career and possibly to his shooting for desertion.
These factors, the difficult position of Southern loyalists, the reasons officers were
sent west and the French problem in Mexico would be known only to history
students and Civil War buffs. They would gain an enriched understanding of the
film’s complexities, but what of the rest of the audience? With a little more
explanatory dialogue woven into scenes these points could have been made – and
probably were by Peckinpah, but were cut by the studio.
Dundee puts together a force of around fifty men, these consisting of six Union
blacks willing to fight, ten other Union volunteers, three scouts, assorted civilians
and twenty Confederates, five of whom are escaping hanging by volunteering for
the expedition. Captain Ben Tyreen leads the Confederates. He is a man who has
something about him that is not quite grown up, being a rebel in more than the
sense of being a Confederate. An Irish immigrant, he seems to have a mind filled
with romantic ideas of cavaliers and knights as he makes speeches about his
loyalties, his oath of honour, and as he damns Dundee for his practicalities and
talks about the duel that got him cashiered on Dundee’s vote. He even looks like a
cavalier as he prances his horse about, ramrod straight with his plumed slouch hat
and his braided uniform and sabre. A more different man to flinty, realistic, cold
Dundee would be hard to find and each embodies characteristics of their cause:
each sees the other as a traitor and a fake. Tyreen sees Dundee as a traitor to the
south and a bad officer: Dundee sees Tyreen not only as a traitor for being a
Confederate, but as a poser going through life by going through phases and
dreams. He started as an Irish immigrant, failed as an officer and now acts the
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Confederate cavalier with dreams of a white colonnaded mansion that apparently
will never happen, as Dundee scornfully tells him. Tyreen responds frequently with
equally savage accuracy.
As the expedition goes further into Mexico it becomes obvious that rescuing the
children is only an excuse, particularly after they have been found and are then
returned, with Dundee paying little attention to them. Oddly the boys seem to like
being Apaches as they play with their bows and arrows. This point, subtly made, in
the background while Dundee plans their return, remains undeveloped.
Dundee insists on still going after the Apaches, getting into more trouble, losing
more casualties and causing more conflicts within his command. He emerges as a
misanthrope without compassion or decency. When he angrily tells a tearful
Bugler Ryan to stop playing taps for the burial of the massacred dead this seems so
and it becomes obvious again when he disrupts another funeral by mechanically
shovelling dirt onto the dead, while the others are still singing a hymn while
gathered around the gravesite. The news of the villagers who helped them being
massacred due to his actions has no effect on him. At the film’s end, when he rides
away from most of his command being killed minutes before, he shows no
emotion, but asks Ryan to play him a tune. He is Iron John indeed, but iron does
not bend, it breaks.
He does break, for a time. Sexual involvement with Teresa, perhaps the fate of the
villagers, the execution of a begging deserter Hadley, and his wounding which
reminds him he is physically vulnerable, all combine to form a pressure he cannot
withstand. Dundee turns out to be a closet alcoholic, which he sarcastically states
“is the secret of my success.” This may well be the real reason he was sent west;
Wisely Peckinpah leaves the suggestion hanging in the air. Despite his courage his
actions show him to be as much a villain as a hero. Tyreen is right: he is not a
particularly good officer or the great moralist he superficially seems to be.
Although he is a prison warden, he gets Priam to steal horses for the expedition
and has Lieutenant Grahame steal supplies and a cannon from other Union forces.
He makes several mistakes, which Tyreen accurately lambasts him with. He
concludes one of his several contemptuous tirades with a calm but castrating
question, “How exactly do you see yourself major? Have you ever wondered why
they made you a jailer instead of a soldier?”
Ironically it is Tyreen’s contemptuous comment that he is not even worth killing
that works on Dundee, getting him back into his iron persona. Dundee tacitly
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admits his inabilities in one of his first scenes when he says to his lieutenant of
scouts, Samuel Potts that “I’m a long way from Gettysburg” and then asks him for
his advice on the situation. He frequently asks Potts for advice and gets some that
is unsolicited but needed. Potts is usually right and Dundee is usually wrong.
Against advice Dundee trusts the old Apache who leads them into an ambush
where fourteen of his men die and the expedition’s supplies are destroyed. He has
other wounded who need medical help, they all need food and his horses need to
rest. This leads Dundee decides to attack a Mexican village garrisoned by the
French to get the supplies, rest and medical aid they need. Against their protests
that they are neutrals and ignores warnings that his acts will have repercussions he
bombards them. This makes enemies of the French. After seizing the village and
taking the surrender of the little French garrison he does nothing to protect the
villagers, who side with him and even treat him as a deliverer and their hero.
Wounds are tended to and romances bloom. Ryan meets Linda, a nurse on the
operating table. Implicitly they become lovers, walking hand in hand to a nearby
house, but this is a 1965 film and this Lubitsch touch does not develop into
anything explicit. Another gap in logic appears here. Ryan has been wounded in
the arse, badly enough to get medical treatment in the village, so how can he ride a
horse for days so as to reach the village? He does not narrate about being wounded
either.
The villagers and Dundee’s command organise a fiesta. Ryan narrates that
although they have come to take supplies they are sharing them. The mood is
joyous – for everybody but Dundee. He swigs from a bottle while looking at the
celebration with a cold, almost hostile stare and alienated body language. When
Ryan and Linda approach and Ryan tells him that sitting alone is bad for the soul
that he should join them, he has it half right. Dundee confers with Tyreen when he
approaches him to show off his newly plundered coat. Dundee starts explaining to
Tyreen what he intends. He wants every one of his men to be “drunk as a fiddler’s
bitch tonight” so that the French can escape. He thinks these escapees will rush to
the larger force and will try to recapture the village, but Dundee’s force will
ambush them as they rush to the village and so will get their supplies. Although
Dundee (and for that matter Peckinpah) does not spell it out the villagers are
unknowing bait. Dundee does not elaborate on any plan to protect them, train them
or even warn them. In a pause of a few seconds when Dundee explains the bare
bones of the plan Tyreen seems to recognise what Dundee’s plan implies, but then
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he nervously if enthusiastically laughs in an artificial way and acclaims Dundee as
either a seventy dollar genuine military genius or the biggest military fool alive.
After this Dundee starts romancing Teresa, one of the villagers he will betray.
Once again this point is not pushed, viewers must be perceptive to grasp much in
this film. The ambush of the approaching French occurs just as Dundee planned,
but they are a much larger force than his and he cannot wipe them out. They go on
to attack the village, but this only becomes known to the audience because Ryan
narrates it and Dundee mentions it in passing as being common knowledge in the
camp. Peckinpah does not develop in any obvious way what the use of the villagers
implies about Dundee. It actually implies more about the military world and the
nature of war, for protecting civilians is always a problem for soldiers and refugees
are an encumbrance for soldiers on a mission, unless protecting or moving these
people are their specific task. Unlike many earlier Hollywood films from the studio
system, Peckinpah did not make ham-fisted points, he apparently expected his
audience to pick up on implications and subtleties.
Dundee has been described as another Captain Ahab, an obsessive, a
megalomaniac and a glory hunter, but what he is is an officer who is very task
oriented. Officers are not known for lacking in ambition and avoiding glory for
themselves, getting off task or tolerating failure. To lack ambition, ruthlessness and
a hunger for victory leads to more misery than having these characteristics. War
makes men callous and sometimes it makes them into monsters.
In his romance with Teresa he seems to present a more human side, but much
about her behaviour is not credible. She follows the soldiers after the village has
been massacred and unless she is dim-witted, she must have at least a suspicion of
what Dundee did. She witnesses him arrange the execution of O.W. Hadley and
sees him shot, and yet when at most a few hours later, she finds him by the river
bank, she says she understands it was necessary. They become lovers. Executions
are usually not an aphrodisiac.
She asks him what most of the audience must be asking of this movie by now.
Why do men have to fight? For someone for whom war is life he finds this
puzzling and musing inadequately, concludes that it is probably because it is easy
and an easy way to settle things.
A different answer comes seconds later when an Apache arrow hits his calf.
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Superficially the wound comes because he wanders outside his picket lines with
Teresa. Actually this is a blatant example of Hollywood’s subtext formula: pain
follows sex and punishment/castration is on the way. Peckinpah rightly challenged
so much of the Hollywood formulas and confections in scripts, but the puritanical
sex-death motif was not really challenged. In displaying nudity he went as far as he
could in 1965 with Santa Berger swimming nude at this scene by the pool, but he
could not present sensuality without penalty. When the arrow wound means that
Dundee has to be taken to a doctor, he takes up with another woman. He is lucky
that when Teresa finds out that she does not betray him, instead she warns him
about the suspicious French nearby. When she leaves he is starting to be human
and starts punishing himself with alcohol. Soon he ends up lying drunk in a gutter
being licked at by dogs, hardly a sight that inspires loyalty. Tyreen’s abuse sobers
him up and he returns to being the iron major, still making mistakes. The subtext
point here is that as lon as there are men like Sierra Charibba there must be
Dundees to stop them. By giving in to pain, doubt and his weakness for alcohol the
mission is failing: to succeed he must be the majoe who commands.
As the narrator states, they have forgotten the French, but the French have not
forgotten them, a fact that leads Dundee’s command into his last disastrous battle.
Despite his errors Dundee gets much right, including his major focus, his intention
to destroy Sierra Charriba and his war band. Tyreen’s comment to his face that
Dundee is either a genuine military genius or the biggest military fool possible
sounds like flattery mixed with bombast, but it is not.
Peckinpah wisely shows the viewer all this rather tell us. We have to work it out
and much does not appear as obvious in a first watching. The narration works as a
framework, given from the viewpoint a young bugler writing in a diary would give.
Sometimes a bit more information from him would have helped. Peckinpah does
present sharply delineated, well-rounded characters, but more narrative
development in the supporting cast’s roles would have been welcome. The early
scenes where characters are introduced does more than suggest that Major Dundee
will be an ensemble piece; it is the beginning of an ensemble piece. Then that does
not happen; the cast of supporting characters (many of them among the best in
Hollywood film history) are in roles that have great potential, but they are
regulated to supporting roles - in the worst sense of the term. They exist not so
much as characters in themselves or in relation to each other, but to further the plot
along or to aid the hero. Few other westerns have anywhere near such a fine cast,
Fort Apache, High Noon, The Big Country, How the West Was Won, The Wild
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Bunch all come to mind, but Peckinpah or Breslin lost a chance to develop the
potential of a dream cast into something beyond the beginnings of a great ensemble
piece. Instead viewers have fragments, which remain undeveloped and therefore
unexplained. This makes them become puzzling illogicalities if the film is watched
perceptively.
Tyreen’s actions in his last scenes are one salient example. He is illogical and
almost implausible. Minutes after being about to kill Dundee he enthusiastically
fights beside him and gives him the Union flag, which he said he hated. His smile
after getting a mortal wound and then charging to his death only makes sense if his
hero-cavalier role has devoured his sense of reality. On the other hand his smile
might be Harris going out of role and the difficulty of the scene and pressing time
meant a reshoot was impossible. Saving Heston from drowning under a rolled
horse probably had priority.
Problems with continuity, logic, implausibilities and contradictions in the script
have been mentioned in the earlier section ‘The Making of the Film.’ Other aspects
were better in the shorter version. The return of the deserter O.W. Hadley at the
pool had the bubbling joyous sound of the waterfall ironically in the background.
When wounded Dundee is being sung to by the Mexican woman in Durango, her
voice tones, playing and facial expression show that she is really serenading him
and looking forward to sexual involvement. Without those few seconds the
extended version scene in Durango look different, as if she is a compliant sex
object. For once the editing makes Dundee seem worse than he is.
Even the restored version has other faults. Peckinpah sets the Confederate’s
escape, the Christmas Eve battle and the final battle with Sierra Charriba at night,
and they are very black nights. After three viewings this reviewer is still unsure
about what happens in some of those night scenes. Going by Heston’s comments
and one of the stills the Christmas Eve battle seems to have been filmed in daylight
and should have been shown that way, but Peckinpah remade day into night as
Heston stated. Artificial moonlight would have helped in the other two scenes
which by what the plot requires, have to be at night.
Other omissions and reductions from the earlier version include the death scenes of
Jimmy Lee and Reverend Dahlstrom, which were longer and clearer. The last
scene where the survivors gather was also longer and had a very different
meanijng. It showed wounded Union extras, two more Confederates bringing up
the rear of the cavalcade as they leave the river and the wounded, weary, gathered
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survivors in medium shots. Potts clearly had taken a bad chest wound. For perhaps
a minute the survivors stare at each other pensively before Dundee leads them on.
This scene reinforces the cost and the misery of their journey. The scene ended
with Bugler Ryan narrating that they were riding into an uncertain future. This
goes against the clichéd ending where the hero rides off after restoring order and
gaining a bride. After she abandons him Dundee Teresa holds him in contempt. He
rides away into a world of chaos and one where he is likely to find disgrace and
punishment for his actions. These aspects were kept in the shorter version and
should have been left in the extended versions.
Clearly the extended version of 2005 is not the restored masterpiece some claim
for it. Even so, Major Dundee in its extended DVD version appears as a massive
improvement, gaining in clarity, depth, plausibility and appropriate music. The
film has many virtues, being rightly praised for the fine acting by the ensemble
cast, the beauty of the settings which are so finely photographed, the attention to
detail, subtle moments, challenges to Hollywood formula plots and characters and
the uncompromising sense of reality.
Major Dundee survives rewatching. It survives fifty years, which works as one
way to separate the great from the mediocre. It even survives what its own studio
did to it.
Thank the conscientious for the DVD restoration, imperfect as it is. Now please
give us the director’s cut. Even better would be finding the lost version.
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hold copyright permission on any illustration.
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Author’s Note
Several books about Sam Peckinpah and his films have been written, but they
remain unread at this stage as I wished to work from my own impressions and
those works such as the writings of Heston and O’Hara that have already been
read. I have not used the on screen commentary for the same reason. A later edition
of this book may be possible in a year and will include these works, the
recollections of Senta Berger in book form, source notes and assorted reviews.
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